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In Basic Color Terms (BCT) Berlin and Kay (1969) proposed two uni-
---

versals-regarding the meanings %)f basic color NYords:
4

4

(1)

(2)

There iS a small, universal set of perceptually definable color

categories.on which the meanings_of basic colorwords in all lan-

guages are based. Hence basic color words are more simply and directly

translatable across languages than was thought by linguistic rela-

tivists (e.g., Gleason 1961:4; Ray 1952:252; ohannon 1963:35-7).

There exist strong constraints on the temporal Order in which the

bfsic color categories are accorded lexical statusl. Hence if we

know the number of basic color terms in a system we-can-predict

to a fairly close tolerance just what the meanings of these terms

are.

In BGT i)Ith universal hypotheses we're expressed in terms nf color.

1 -
category prototypes rather than in terms of Category boundaries: It was

found that subjects could more readily identify the focal-or ideal stimuli

for a color term than the boundary of the category: Subjects could easily

pick from an array of color stimuli an ideal or prototypical instance of a

color categoryliThereas-questIons-designed-to eliat the boundaries.of_

categories were, to a much greater degree, met with long hesitations,

requests for clarification, and instability of 4ponse across subjects and

across trials. QuantitatiVe data on the extent to'which judgements of

,category foci exceeded judgeMents of category_bOUndaries in consistency and
o

ease of.response weije not obtained, in part because the effect was so over-

whelming that quantitative documentation seemed gratuitous and in part

because it Was not envisaged that the contrast would play,a formal role in

V
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the developing theory.

Thus.in 1969'the available data indicated that the foci of cate-

gories.rather than their boundaries were the appropriate unit6 in whichto

express the universal hypotheses .(1) and (2). This chofce, however; lead

to equivocation in the expression of the, encoding sequence, since while the

formal expression of the sequence (cf. Figure 1) spoke only of category

foci, the informal discussion explicitly considered category boundaries and

dealt specifically with the changes in category boundaries which occur as

successive foci are encoded. For example, the category designated 'RED',

whose e4coding marks developmental Stage II, contains at that stage the

warm colors, including yellows. But when yellow is accorded its own term,

at Stage IIIb or IV, 'RED' is restricted to reds. Hence the equivocation:

'RED' designates the warm colors at one stage and only reds at a later

stage. The same equivocation applies to all the color percepts designated

in BCT by capital letters: BLACK, WHITE, RED, GREEN, YELLOW. While ihe

text of BCT speaks of the encoding sequence in terms of the "successive

encoding of foci," it also interprets symhols such as 'RED' in terns of

boundaries, and, to make matters worse, in terms of different boundaries

at different stages. The elements of Figure I were interpreted sometimes

as foci and sometimes as bounded regions, and in the latter case a given

element did not always designate the same region.



[green]-4[yellow]

4[blue].[brown]-4
orange
pink

grey .blaCk [yellow].4 [green]

(BCT:4)

.... _

"..-;whenelier we speak of color categories, we refer to the foci of categories

rather than their-boundaries or total area, except when specifically stating

otherwise" (BCT:13).

The Original Encoding Sequence and ItS Interpretation.

Figure 1
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Since 1969, three kinds of information &Lye become available which

permit us to reMove the equivocation in the expression nnd interpretation Of

the encoding sequence. The first is from the work by McDaniel (1972, 1974,

forthcoming) which explains the existence of the universal color categories

and their,sequential encoding in terms of an.opponent processes model of.the

neural encoding of color sensations. McDanial (1974, forthcoming) shows that.

,. .

..

color categories as such, and not merely focal colors, are-the basic.units

/
involved in the encoding sequence. He demonstrates that the encoding...sequence._

,

_______.

ia-bedf-t-iriaerstood not as the successive encodiLg of foci, but instead as the

successive differentiation of color categories. This, interpretation of t e

encoding sequence is followed in this paper.

The second kind of new information comes.from a series of cOntrolled

field studies of.the colof systems of.a Jivaroan, a Mayan, a Papuan, an Eskitio

and three Austronesian languages (Berlin and Berlin 1975; Harkness 1973; Hage

and Enwkes n.d.; Heinrich 1973; Dougherty 1974, 1975; Heider 1972a,b; Kuschel

and Monberg 1974). These data have been critiCal in the development of

the new-understanding of the encoding sequence and the results. of-these studies

as regards the substance of the encoding sequence 4.re summarized in Berlin and

Berlin (1975), Dougherty (1974;.1975), Kay (1975), and McDaniel (1974, forth-

'coming).

The third development which now allows us to escape the equivocation

of the original Berlin and Kay (1969) formulatiGns is an appropriate formalism

for expressing our new understanding of basic color categories. Fuzzy sei

theory as developed by Zadeh (1965, 1971) provides_such a formalism (cf. also

G: Lakoff 1972). The purpose of the present paper is to bring together the

work by McDaniel and the empirical-insights of the field Iinguists.cited above

9



with the fuzzy' set formalism, whtch appears ideal to represent basic color'

categories as they are now conceived. In particular, if we view a color

category.as a fuzzy set.we are saved \from having to vacillate between focus

and boundary when discussing.universal color.categOries, their interrela-

tions, and ehe sequence in which they are encoded in evolving color lexiCons.

Fuzzy Sets, Memb9rship

rhisand-subequent---sections present, for the convenience of the

:non-Mathematical reade a non-rigorouè description.of the basic eleMents'of
. ,

fuzzy settheory. Th mathematical reader is referrea to the original works
4

111'

of L.A. Zadeh (1965, 1971). Consider the words Congressman and gourmet. The

former seems to denote a set in the accepted sense; in particular something

is either a Congressman or it is not--the Congress does.not admit of degrees.

.of membership. .This is the only sort nf set that standard set theories coun-

tenance. On the other hand gourmet (like many other words) seems to denote

something very like set, except that individuals appear to have different

degrees of membership. Charles may be more of a gourmet than Harry.and less

of a gourmeti than Anne. Zadeh has constructed the notion of, fuzzy set to

formalize this sort of intuition.

A fuzzy set A is defined by a characteristic function fA
which

assigns.to every individual x in the domain under consideration a number

f
A
(x) between 0 aud 1 inclusive,.which is the degree of membership of x in

A.
1

For example, lettl.-,g 'fGtsymbolize the characteristic function of the'
1 I

V
fuzzy set gourmet, perhaps f

G
(Harry) = .4, f (Charles) = .7, and eG (Anne) =

. G
.

'.9. If so the !.nequalities given above n words are satisfied:

f
G
(CharlesN> f

G
(Harry) and f

G
(Charles) 41:. I

P
(Anne).

,

11)



Color categories are ideally suited for interpretation in terms of

thle fuzzy set formalism. That.degrees of color category membership axe

.commonly recognizedjs apparent from even casual consideration of the. ways.

\colors-ere talked.about. There are good: and pure reds and there are poor

and off reds. To be a pure red is to be more a member of the class of red

things than to be noff red. Bluegreens, which are neither good greens__

----nei-egood blues, are\referred t6 by a cOnstruction which explicity recognizes

the intermedigte, dual category membership of, the colors called by this name.,
] .\

The phrase a slightly purplish-blue Is most apprbpriate for a sensation which\'

nly marginally a Member,ofthe category .airkle while being a nearly
-{

perfect example of the\category blue.

As these eXamPles illustrate, nearbIT all of the productive uses of

color terminology that can be observed indicate that color percepts. contin-
,

Uously intergrade. Thus dleason (1955), Ray (1952) and others are correctin

theirl.assertion that colors form a perceptualcontinuum. They ate wrong in

their assertion that this continuum is arbitrarily segmented or tategOrized.

Ai noted, Berlin and Kay (1969) demOnstrate that there are universarfocal '

colors.which are.prototypical examples of the basic color categories named

in all languages. (However, as we shall see, basic Color terms do' not in all

languages map one to one onto the universal.color categories.) Treating
1

color categories as fuzzy:sets, the regions in the color space where these

focal colors are located can be understood as regions where color category
1

membership values universally reach maxima.

McDaniel ;1972, 1974, forthcoming) hows thatthere are also uni-

versal constraints on the spectral locations of color category boundaries.

In the fuzzy set framework these may he Understood as points in the Color



space where certain category membership values always reach zer6. As one

moves ,from the boundary of a color category toward its focus, ,the mambers4p

valDes increase gradually from zero to unity. The intergreding of color

categories is captured in this model by assigning many colors positive

degrees of membership in more than one color category. For example a blueish

green is a color that has greater membership in green.than in blu I. The

difficulties subjects experience making boundary judgements simpleflect/

the fuzzy nature bf color category membership in these non-focal regions of

the color space, where the colors perCeived are examples, that is membars,

of several basic color categories.

Color thus presents itself as a perceptually continuous domain

which the speakers of all languages fazzy-categorically segment in accord -

with a aniversal set of fuzzy color categorization principles. McDaniel

(1974, forthcoming) notes that this understanding of basic color perception

/\and categorization parallels the treatment of color categorization implicit
\ k

.in' the.: opponent process model of human col9r viion. 'The opponent process

model, for which DeValois, and his co-wrrkers have recently provided direct

neurophysiological evidence (DeValois, Abramov, and Jacobs 1966; DeValois

and Jacobs 1968), postulates that all colors are perceived as either pure,

unique instances or agNintergrading mixtures of six discrete.primary color

0 sensations-white, black, red, yellow, green and blue.

Psychophysically determined wavelength distributions of the

four chromatic fundamental color responses are Shown in Figure 2e,. The

point's marked R, Y, G, and B represent pointa'alOng the spectrum where

unique, pare instances of the four fundamenal hues are'perceived. All

other hue perceptions are seen as combinations in varying degrees of pairs

12
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of these fourTfundamental hues. A quantity often'used by psychol-
.

. .

ogists working with this model to indicate.perceived hue is the hue coef-

ficient, which specifies at each wavelength what percent of the asso ated

hue sensation subjects report as being contributed by each of the four

fundamental hues. A typical hue coefficient diagram, derived from Figure 2a;)

is shown in Figure 2b. The diagram indicates that subjects report the hue

associated with light of 475 nm is perceived as 100% or uniquely blue, while

light of 650&nm is ierceived as 50% red.and 50% yellow..

McDaniel (1972, 1074, forthcoming) haS shown that if-We 'take this
1.;

opponent processes model and the hue responses and hue response distributions

it.eMbodies,as givens and simply assume that basic color terms are named for

these neural events and combinations of these neural events, the uniiiersality

of basic color category foci and boundaries and their sequential encoding can

be understood as the direct reflect in language of the neural processes

underlying the human perception of color.

Following this-analysis, the formal expression of the 'understanding.

of basic color categories we pregent here begins with the assumption that the

psychologists'. hue coefficient measures can be,taken as characterizations of
- ./-

/

four primitive color category membership fnnctions. -In-Figure 2c, four
- ,

primitive fuzzy sets-blue, green, red and yellow-are depicted in a initverpe

where, for simplicity of presentation, saturation and brightness are held

constant and variation in hue is characterized in terms of the corresponding

physical, measure, wavelength. The figure shows for each wavelength, the

degree to which a saturated color of that dominant wavelength is a member

of the universal perceptual categories blue, green, yellow or red. The

points of maximum membership indicate the spectral locations of focal blue,

13
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Figure 2a: Chromatic valences of the opponent process meChanisms by wavelegth.

Values are,theoretical values determined by Wooten .(1970) using methods,

outlined in Hurvich andJsmeson (1968). Extra-spactral values (points below

400 nm and above 700nm on the x-aiis) Can be estimatea, but arahare, aa in

Wooten, left undefined.
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REEN ELLOW

, 1000 3bO S 1(.60 lob
IAVELENGTH (nanometers)

Figtire'2c. Membership functions for the primary basic categories red, yellow, green

and blue. The points of maximum and minimum membership are the same as those

determined by the hue coefficient calculations summarized in Figure 2.

15
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Figure.2b. Hue coefficients calculated,:from opponent response chromatic valence

values given in Figure 2a 'by the equations HC
g
.41/14/1AGNYBIand

. r
HC

yb
rinVIRGI+IYB). (It.lalould be noted that HC

rg
.) Pointyb

shown .', at 400nm indicates that when light of this wavelength is seen

subjects report the percieved hue as roughly 15% red and 857. .blue.

16
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green, yellow-and red. The membership maxima (focal points) for these four

fundamental hues correspond in wavelength to the points where membership

value reach zero for the adjacent fundamental categories.. These four focal

points correspond logically and in physical measure to the physiologically

unique hue points posited by the opponent process model-(McDaniel 1972,

forthcoming). Hence each of these curves, like the hue coefficients, has a

single maximum at its own unique hue point and meets the.abcissa at the

neighboring unique hue pOinta.2..

Taking these membership functions as,primitives, we can show that

all basic color categories at all stages of basic color'lexicOn development

can be treated fortally aafunctions defined on these primitive membership

, functions. Simplest are Stage V color term systems, with six basic color

terms. These systems associate a single basic color term with each of the

six fUndamental color responses. ,The membership functions for the

terms in any Stage V language are therefore identical with the primitive

membership functions shown in Figure.2c Plus those for black and white.

Categories like these, whose mgmbership functions are the same as one of the

primitive mem41rship functions, will be,referred to as primary categories.

/.
Other basic color categories are treated below as more complex functions

defined on these primitive membership functions.

When we cast color categories in this mold, several heretofore

informal observations'regarding the synchronic and diachronic relations

among color categories can also be given direct formal expression. Conse-

quently,it is convenient' to use color itself as a domain in which to

'prbvide illustration of some additional basic concepts of fuzzy set

theory.

17
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Containment,

In ordinary set theory a set A is contained in a set B (equiva-

lently, A is a'subset of B) just in case evprything that is a member of A .

is also a. member of B. If there is also at least one member of B which is

\\\ not a member of A, we say that.A is a croper subset of B. iIn fuzzy spt

theory, a seL A is contained in a set B justAn case everything that is a

member'of A is a member o.f.:13 to an,equal or greater. degree. Consider the

'sets designated by the English word blue and the Tzeltal word yas green

or blue, grue'. The former set is contained in the latter in that every
,

color percept that is to any degree a member of English blue-is an equally

good representative Of Tzeltal yag. Furthermore,there are many percepts

that have zero degree of membership in blue that have non-zer6 degree of

membership in yag, that is, all the greens that have no blue in'them,

'Hence, in-an obvious sense, blue is also a fuzzypropersubset of yag..

Consider now a bluish-green (i.e. a color containing, more green than blue)

in the range of colors designated in English.by a word such as turquoise.

Such a color has A non-zero but quite low degree of membership in blue

when ,compared to, for example, the cOlor Of the sky on a clear day.

,

Informal
,
.observations indicate that such colors are better examples of the

. _
.

.,.,

category yag (greenbr blue) than.they are of blue and ais may be expressed

in fuzzy k.Oheory, as we shall see, although facts of this kind are un7

representable fmordinary set theory. It is hard to imagine the kind of

experiment that could establish this observatior as a fact unless we were

tofind a population of Tzeltal-English bilinguals, but Tzeltal-Spanish

bilinguals exist ,and relevant experiments could be performed, on such sub-,

jects substituting Spanish azul'for English blue. Closer to home we can

18
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imagine exp riments--of the sort performed by Rosch (1973) to determine the

degree of m mbership of various 'stimuli in categeries--Which would employ

color categories such as scarlet, crimson and red. Stithuii that occur on

the perceptual boundary of scarlet and crimson might well rdceive lower

degrees of membership in both starlet and crimson than they wO4d in red.

The fuzzy set formalism .seems to capture neatly our intuitions that scarlet

and crimson are both reds.and that a color which is scarlee to,soTe slight

degree and crimsorCto some slight degree maY be red to A sreater degree than

it is either scarlet or crimson.

Union

In standard set theory, the union of two sets A, B is the set that

contains everything that is either in Aot in B or in bcth. Thus, if the

set cif people eligible for deep titkets is the union of the zet of registered

students and the set of people under twelve years old, people who are either

registered students or under twelve or both are eligible. The union of the

fuzzy sets A, B, which we will deno e.'A or B' is defined by a' functionwhiCh

assigns to each individual x the'larger of the two val$Zb fA(x), fB(x). In

symbols, we define the union of two fUzzy sets A, B by the equation.

(3) f . = Max [fA,f ]

A or B df

Let 'us suppose that we are for some reason interested in rorming the

union of the fuzzy sets competent basketball player (B) and competent landscape

'Reinter (P). (Perhaps we are composing a guest list for a potentate.whose

,principal avocations are basketball and landscape painting.) Let us further

suppose that Kareem Abdul-Jabbar has degree of membership of .99 in B and

degree of memberShip of .02 in P, while Joe'Furge, who has played semi-pro

19
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basketball and sold a few watercolor , has a degree of ilembership in these

fdzzy sets of .5 and...6 respectively. IntuitivelY, our potentate will be

more interested in meeting Abdul-Jabbar than in meeting Furge, and so we are

glad to note that our definition of (B or P) gives a'higher.degree.of member-

'ship to Abdul-Jabbar (.99) than to Furge (.6), despite the'fact that the sum

and product of Furge's.degrees of membership both exceed those of Abdul-Jabbar.

In standard set theory an individual is in the union of two sets if it is in

either set and in fuzzy set theory an i dividual is in the Union of two sets

the greatest.degree that it is in ei her set (not to the degree.that it

is in bbth, whatever that might mean).

Several basic 'colOr categories 'found in pre-6tage V color systems:,

are formally representable a unions of various, of the six prImary categories
,.

(See F;igure 2d).

2 0



tr.

Degree_of
membership f

blue or green
(x)

16

400 .450 475 500" 310

focal focal
(unique) (unique)
blue , green

Wavelength in nanometers

550

(x)
yellow

f
green and yelloW,?°'

.575

-focal.

' yellow

The Fuzzy Sets Blue, Green and Yellow Showing the

Union of Blue and Green and the Intersection of Green.and Yellow.

I.

21

Figure 2d. L.
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c,

On the figure the heaVy solid line represents that
blue or green'

%is the-(fuzzy) nnion-of blue and green, (blue or green) = grue. Like other

categories formed from the union of two'ormore primaries, grue will be \

referred to as a composite category. Grue is composite in the simple'sense

of being composed of all greens and all blues. Of the fifty-seven Composite

zategories which mightl,e'fOrmed by the uniOn of vatious;primaries, *11.1),

three in addition to grue (cool)'have actually been observed as basic / color

categories. These are warm (red.or yelloW), light-warm (white or red or

yellow), and dark-Cool (black or green or blue)--(Berlin & Berlin 19741

Dovgherty 1975; Kly 1975; McDaniel 1974, forthcoming). These composite

Categories ..e'found only in Stage IV and earlier' systems.
/

Referring again to Figure2d, note that'a blUe-green stiMulus of,

say, 495 nm lute a lower degree of membership in the grue categorY than. a '

stimulusAlear either the-blue.or green focal point, 475 nm and 510 nm.

respectively. This correspOndstothe claim thai In a.language such ae

/

.TZeltal a Stimulus of this color is a Poorer example of ya6 'grUe',than a .

stimulus near either the blue or green unique hue points. 'NO direct evidence

on this sort of question has been:gathered from:a language igith a basic zolor

term meaning grue. However, the fact that in such languagesspeakers nearly

=. always select best.examples of gtue from stimuli at' or VerY near one of the

unique hue points (Kay 1975) lends strong, if indirect, support to this claim.

As in the case-Of the containment relation, the union operation on fuZzy sets

'deals with facts and intuitions not capturable. by Considering color'categories

as sets of Stimuli in the ordinary sense'of "set".

22
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4

Intersection

Iti standard set theory the intersection of two'Sets A, B iS the set

that contains just those individuals that are members of A and'also' members

of B. The intersection of fuzzy sets A, B, denoted, here 'A and B', ip

defined by-the function that assigns to each individual x the smaller of the

two values f
A
(x), f

B
(x). In Symbols,.the.intersection of the fuzzy sets A, B

is defined brthe equation

(4)
fA and A =df MinEfA'fB1

If the color category correaponding to the fuzzy set green and yellow is

called chartreuse, the defining function of chartreUse is indicated by the

.

dotted line in Figure 2d. Colors below 510 nm and aboVe 575 nm haVe iCro

. degrpe of membership in chartreuse. AS one advances to the right from-unique

green (510 nm) And to the lft from unique yelluw (575 nm) one has initially

quite poor examples of chartreuse, but as one continues from,either,end the
.

.

atimuli exemplify chartreuse increasingly well, reaching a Maximum somewhere

in between unique green and unique yellow (though not necessarily exactly in

the middl.e, the,location of the. maximum depending on the exact'shape of the

f
(x) and f (x) curves as empirically determined. Cf. footnote 2).

green yellow

Derived Color Categories

It appears.that basic color categories 'like orange, which like non-

basic categories such as chartreuse consist psychophysically of Mixtures of

primaries (Sternheim and Boynton 1966), should be related in some way to the

corresponding formal constructs consisting of the fuzzy intersections of

primary colors (e.g., yellow and red). The correspondence turns out, however,
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not to be one of identity. 3
Figure 3 shows three posidble models for the

semantic category orange in a language which has a basic color term for

orange. (In plotting the membership functions of the fuzzy sets yellow,

red and orange we have used the subjective hue scale as the abcissa because

the perceptually purest'red is non-spectral, that is, it corresponds to no

monochromatic light. Dimmick and Hubbard 1939).

2 4
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Three Models for Derivekategories

(Abcissa represints'subjective hue scale:

and 'R' designate focal (unique) yellow and

f

yeiAiov,

red points respectively)

Figure 3

red



Mbdel A takes the category orange as identical.to the fUzzy set
.

yellow and red.' There are two.kinds,of evidence that militate agai

model. First, Model A implies that there are no really, good 'exampl

21

f a

derived .categorylikeorange. That is, the maximum of the meMbership fnnqr

tion for.orange is well belOw the maxima fOr yellow and red'in this model.

This implicetion contradicts the generelly known fect that subjects are

essentially as-confident abont assigning,good examples of orange to that

category-as they are for the categories yellow and red. -MAny subjects declare.,

that for them'orange is just as fundamental a category--just as unique a color'

sensation--aseither. yellow or red. A second counterfactual implication of

Model A is thit no single hue sensation has a.higher degree of membership in

orange than it has in either yellow or red.- Every hue point under the left

half of the orange membership function has a_higher degree of membership in

yellow than in orange and every point under the right half has a higher degree

of membership in ed than'in orange. This is quite contrary to experience,

both experimental end casual. There is unquestionably a range of hues that
fs

speakers of Englishmore.readily label orenge than either-yellow Or red in

both experimental and natgral speaking contexts:-(Sternheim and Boynton 1906).

Hence', we.are forced to abandon the simplest 'model, A, in favor of .

a model in which orange is defined, not simplyes the fuzzy intersection.yellow.

and red, but as an independent category with a separate membership function

-covering the region from unique yellow to uniquered and reaching-a-maximum
_

at or mear unity somewhere in betWeen. Models B and-C.both have these.pro-

perties: .The'difference between Models 3 and C is that, while e stipulates

the retraction of the inner portions of the red and yellow membership. curves

with the advent of a basic category orange, B maintains that every primarilY

2 7
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, red sensation on the yellow side of uniquec,ked is still yellow to a degree

and that.every primarily yellow sensation on the red side of unique yellow-

.is still red to a degree. The sort oflexperiment that could decide-between

models B and C would be one in which subjects were asked to categorize

,orAnge stimuli that is stimuli whose dominant hue-lies between .unique red

and unique yellow, without using the category orange. If,subjects could:

identify a small red component in stimuli close to unique yellow and a small

yellow component in stimuli close to unique red,;this issue would be decided

.in favor of Model B over Model C. Exactly such an experiment has been per-

formed (Sternheim and Boynton 1966).with results clearly supporting Model B.

When orange is notallowed ail a response category, English speakers produce

'yellow and red naming responses'which extend fronyne unique hue point to the

other, showing a smooth decrease from the "home" unique.hue point to the

adjacent one. We therefore reject Model C in favor of Model B.
4

9

Model B also captures.the fact that while certain hue a?Imuli are

categorized primarily by speakers of English as orange they-can also e

categorized in certain contexts, e.g., when the orange cat,ory is deliber-

ately suppressed, as mixtures of yellow and red (Sternheim and BoYnton 1966).

Model B also allows us to account for some of the variety of ways an

English speaker4might ask for a book of, for example, a yellowish orange color,

where "yellowiah orange color" means in the fuzzy set formalism having a

dothinant wavelength slightly to the right of the intersection of the membership

functions of yellow arid orange as shown by 'X' in.Figure 4. A speaker might

ask for "that yellowish orange book" or "that orange book", but if a book of

suCh,a color were on a shelf where all the other books were green, blue or

'near-focal red, an English speaker might simply ask for the "yellow" book.
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In this context, the relatively high degree of membership of x in .ellow

permits the use of the primary term yellow rather than the seemingly more

appropriate derived term orange (in the sense that f
orange

(x). f
yellow

(x)), ,

since the context is such that no confusion with other objects in the

stimulus field can arise.

C)

17./
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A Yellowish Orange (x)

Figure 4
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Derived baeic color categories such as orange, pink, purple and

grey thus have much in common with the six primaries. They have their own

.membership functions with fairly well defined maxima at or near unity.and

tails which approach zero at the neighboring focal Points: There.is, hoW-

ever, an important difference between derived and primary basic color cate-

gories;,the membership 'maxima of the former are not associated with'unique

Jnie points in the opponent process model (McDaniel 1972). Figure 5 shows

the membership functions fOr blue, green, yellow, orangeand red.,f Note again

that for,blue, green, yellow, and red the points at which Membership maxima

occur'correspond to point& of zero membership,for each other nembership func-

tion. As mentioned these points correspond to the hues eiperimentally

determined to be physiologically unique in the oppOnent process model. This,

,,however, is not the case for orange as may be seen in Figure'5. The location

of maximal membership, focal orange is not correlated,with the existence of.

an underlying unique Inie point. The adiacent.categoriee, red and yellow, do

not have.membership function values of zero at focal orange. Thus the

points of maxinal membershiP in orange, and other deri4ed categories, are

not as eimply relatable to events in the opponent-process model as is the

case for focal red, yellow, green and blue.

3 1
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The membership functions of "derived" color categories may be

literally derived froth the functiona of the releVant primaries, at least in

general outline. It may be observed in Figure 5 that the Orange function

varies inversely with the abSolute difference of the yellow and red funCtions.

>'

At the yellOw and red unique hue points, the value of the absolute difference
-1_.

If
yello

(x) - f (x) is unity and the value of forange(x) is zero. As one
red :

. .. .

. .,-
. .

moves.to the right from unique yellow and.to the left from unique red this

difference decreases until it reaches zero at the.point where the f and
, yellow

f
red

functions interSect. Neat -thi point the value f -

orange
(x) approachee

unity. The fuzzy'set f
orange

may thus be defined over the domain for which

k. the membership function of (yellow and red) exceeds zero:

(5) f orange'(x)=df 1 Ifyellow(x) -,fred(x)I

Equation (5) is not a summary of empirical measurements actually-made, although

experiments could be conducted to assess its accuracy. The pUrpose of equation

(5) in the present context is just to demonstrate at a conteptual level that

when we speak of color categories such as orange as "derived" from yellow and-

red, there seeMs a. fairly literal sense-of "derive" in which the term is

appropriate.'
5

If quation (5) or something like it corresponds to an actual neural:

event, it should leave behavioral traces. One possible observable effect of

thig extra step in the neural processing of derived colors might he that

reaction times for recognizing focal examples of derived, colors would be

longer than for primaries. In a study in which the "fotal" examples Used

were probably not optimal for a proper test of this hypothesis, Heider found

nevertheless that "primary focal colors [black, white, blue, green, yellow,

34
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red] were named significantly more rapidly than non-primary focal colors

[pink, brown, orange, purple]; t(22) = 2.86, 24(.01 (for correlated measures)"

(Heider 1972b:15).6

To summarize, we have described three types of basic color categories.

There are six primary categories which correspond to the unique color sensa-

tions black, White, blue, green, Tellow, and red (Hering 1964 [1920]; Jamesori

and Hurvich 1955; DeValois,and Jacobs 19E8; McDaniei 1972, 1974, forthcoilling).

'Stage V color systems name these six categories with basic color terms. They

may be represented as fuzzy sets whose characteristic funcaons, in the case

of the hue terms blue, green, yellow and red, have a maximum of unity at the

corresponding unique hue point and drop off to zero at the'neighboring unique

hue points. The second group, the eomposite'categories, occur in termino-

logies prior, to,Stage V ,and consist in fuzzy sets which are unions of primaries.

The third type, derived categories, are related, but do not correspond pre-

cisely, to the intersections of primaries. Although the same (non-fuzzy) set

of stimuli have.non-zero degrees of membership in the derived category orange

as in (yellow and red), the;fuzzy sets orange. and (Yellow and red) have

distinct characteristic functionsas described.above. The characteristic

function of a derived .category reaches a value of zero at two unique-hue points

that are adjacent on the hue scale. .This contrast6 with the structure of the

. .

primary categories., which/have zero Values at unique hue voints that have a

third unique hue point yetween them. While a primary categorY attains its

maxiium memberehip atithe latter unique hue point,,the maximumnf the member-

ship function for a derived category does not correspond to a unique hue

point. The characteristic function of a derived category may, moreover,.be

expressed as a function of the characteristic functions of the two constituent

35
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primaries, as in (5). The operation performed on two primary categories tO

obtain a deriyed category will be denotedwith a plus sign. Hence (otange)

[

.(yellow + red) # (yellOw_and red).

Finally a question ariges regarding the-status of secondary color -

categories corresponding-to non-basic color terms such as chartreuse. Like

derived categories, these4tategories are psychophysically tombinations of
/

'primaries. 'The fuzzy set formaliim.ptvides an 'attractive peSsibility to

model them, but it is not clear whether or not this Move'is empirically

justified. We may take a secondary category Iike chartreuse.as corresponding

to the intersection of the fuzzy/ sets green and yellow (see Figure 2, where

this.is tacitly assumed). An empirical claim entailed by this formal move

is that that speakets With chartreuse in their ective vocabularies should

judge any stimulus they judge as thartreuse to a.positive,degree to be an

equal,or better representative of either green of yelnw. This speculation '

is not immediately refeCted by introspettion-or casual obseryation,,but on

theOther hand we know of no systematic data that support it. If some sub-'

ects were found to react to appropriate stimuli with the labels chartreuse,

yellOw and green in the manner just suggested and others.were to use

chartreuse in the way that subjectsgenerally use labels for detived,baSic

categories such aS orange, weAnight.hAve grounds to say,that chartreuge-has

achieved basic term status for the seCond group of subjects although not for

the' first.

The Encoding Sequence

lbe empirical facts relevant to the restatement of the encoding

sequence (McDaniel 1974, forthcoming) are summarized in Berlin and Berlin

(1974), Dougherty. (1974i,forthcoming), Kay (1975), and McDaniel (1974,
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. forthcoming). In diagram ,(6) the arrow represents a binary relation which

is irretlexive, antisymmetric, and transitive; andwhich may be read 'occurs

before' or 'precees in time'. The primary color categories, white, black,

red, yellow, green,'blue may be thought of as the fuzzY seta named by the

*. .English words white, black, red, yellow, green, -blue or the Corresponding ,A--
words in any language of Stage V, VI-, or* VII. The two coMposite categories

which constitute Stage I, light-warm (white or red'or yellow) andAark-lcool

(black or green Or blue), correspond on the one had to the "inherently light"

and "inherently dark" groupings of color sensations recognized by Hering

(1964 [1920]; see discussion in McDaniel forthcoming) and on.the other are-

equivalent in extension to the two basic color terMs in Dani (Heider.1972a,.

-Heider and Olivier 1972)., The composite category red or yellow (warm);

which occurs at Stages II and IIIa, is a basic color category for Stage II

speakers in Bellonese (Kuschel and Monberg 1974) and for Stage IIIa speakers

in Aguaruna (Berlin and Berlin 1975) and West Futunese,(Dougheriy 1974, 1975).

The composite category green'or-blue is ,the well known giue or cool category

reported -for many languages of the world including probably the majority of

New World languages (Hays. et. al, 1972; Bornstein 1973a,b). JThe derived

-categories brown, orange, purple,, pink and grey are all present in-English:
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WR or Y.

R

Ny.G or Bu

..1714 or R or Y W
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[
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;

0
.

Y

G or Bu or Bk

_ R

W Y

Wil

W R G

R Y-. Bu
Y ..:0 Y + G

G'or B G Bu Y+Bk (Brown)
Bk au Bk

[-

R+W
Bk Y+Bk (Brown)

(Pink)

R+Bu (Purple

< - - - - W+Bk(Grey)

IIIa

IV V , VI VII

The Evolutionary Sequence of Lekical Encoding of.Basic Color Categories
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4.4

) .

lance at the encoding sequence(6)'shows several patterns that

,

1.\ neatly.tevealedby the fuzzy set. formalism.. First; we are able using

IIthia device to-talk in a more general manner.abOut the develoPment of cate-

goiies (= fUzzy sets) rather than having_to shift back and forth.between foci

and boundariesibecause fUzzy set theory is a more natu al formalism.for

speaking about categories with degrees of Membership t an is the language of

"focus" And."boundary". Furthermore-the fuzzy set lan uage is more,accurate

for color categories per se. When weformulate color categories as fuzzy sets

we can,see that the focua and bOundary model says both too much and too little.

To talk of'boundaries entaila--or at least'invitew the inference--that the

edges of.colot.categories are shaprly defined and that all.stimuli within the

boundary are equallY irst class citizens of the category.. This-is not so,

since stimuli increasingly far from the focus are increasingly poor members

of a categoty. The way in which the focus and boundary language saya too

1

little is closely related. In the focus and boundary terminology we in

effect distinguish exactly three degrees of category membership, focal member,

non-focal member and non-member, but the great mass of experimental data in

color naming and classification as well as common intuition indicate that

in fact color categories have continuously graded degrees of membership,

rather than some. particular small finite nurdbar, such as_three.

Secondly, we can expiess formally the fact that progression_Ithrough

th4 encoding sequence amounts to Cutting up the color space into-succesrAvaly'

smaller 'Plecaa (McDaniel 1974, forthcoming). The Treciae sense in which this

is, true will become.clearet in the next section.

Thirdly, one may note that all the composite categories.are dis-

solved into their constituent,primaries, at Stage V, before any of the derived

4 0
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ce ',Tories are formed, with the 2xception of the "wild card" category. grey..

Until Stage V, color lexicons'aevelop by dividing.categories composed of

unions of primary color sensations into theee primary.categories.- After

Stage V, new basic color categories are derived from existing categories

(McDaniel 1974; forthcoming) via functions such as (5).

Fourthly, the fact that so far no language investigated contains

more than eleven basic color terms, with the possible exception of Russian

(see Berlin and Kay 1969:35-6), seems now more an accident of the present

moment in world history than a theoretical inevitability. Russian goluboy

'light blue, blue + white' is a potential instance of a twelfth basic color

term, as it is a basic-ferm for some Russian speakers, though probably not

lor all. We cannot be certain that goluboy will not in Lhe future achieve

basic term status for all speakers of Russian. Similarly, it is possible

that several secondary terms in English derived from pairs of basic categories

will also become basic terms, for example, aqua, turquoise 'blue + green',

maroon, burgundi 'red + black', chartreuse, lime !green + yellow'. Some of

these may be basic terms for some speakers already. Certain secondary cate-

gories in current American English appear to be dertved from one primary and

one derived category and it is not unthinkable that some of these may also

some day become basic categories for a large number of speakers. .Examples are .

beige 'yellow with grey'', lavender purple with white'.
9

The fuzzy set form-

alism allows us, to see how derived basic categories are produced by combining

the primary categories, which denote the fundamental color percepts, and to

see with greater clarity the general process inVolved in evolution of advanced

color term systems. There is no apparent reason to believe that that Pattern

is complete at the present number of eleven basic terms.
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Fuzzy Partitions

To continue our discussion of th e coding sequence of basic color

categories viewed as fuzzy sets, it.is desirable to extend fuzzy set theory

in a minor and mathematically trivial way by defining fuzzy partition. In

standard set theory a collection of subsets partitions a set A just if (a).

everything in A. belongs to 9ne of the subsets and (b) nothing in A belongs

to more than one of the subsets. The subsets are often called cells or

blocks of the partition.
9 We take as our universal set the set of color

percepts, and we wish to generalize conditions (a) and (b) so that we may

ask and Answer questions such as whether a given set of color terms parti-

tions the universal set of color percepts or whether a given pair of color

categories such as blue and green partition a third category such as blue

or eeen (grue). Condition (a), the exhaustiveness condition, is taken over

directly into the definition of fuzzy partition, translating ;belongs to'

as 'having a non-zero degree of membership in'.
10 But condition (b), the

mutual exclusion condition, cannot be taken over directly since distinct

but adjacent primary color categories overlap a great deal. As we saw

above see Figure 2), every green above 510nm (unique green) is also to

some positive degree yellow, and every yellow below 575nm (unique yellow)

is to some positive degree green. As Figure 2 shows, all greens except for

a point or very narrow band width around 510nm have some component of

either blue or yellow in them. These are not suppositions of

but facts for which the formalism must account.

We will replace condition (b), the mutual exclusion'

the formalism

condition,

by a statement to the effect that each cell of the partition bas at least

one member that belongs to no other cell.
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It Will be noted that in availing ourselves of the convenience of

saying that an individual belongs to a fuzzy set A just in case that individ-

ual has a non-zero degre3 of membership in A, we have given 'tacit recognition-

to the fact that to every fuzzy set A there corresponds a standard set', which

we Will, denote 'A
s
':, Whose members are the individuals that belong to A. yor

example, the standard set corresponding to the fuzzy set green is. denoted

'green ' and consists of those color percepts.thae are to some positive degree
s

green; that is any color whose dominant wavelength is between 475 nm and

575 nm (see Figure 2). The relevance of this comment is that when,we define

the notion partition for fuzzy sets we want the set being partitioned to be

a standard, not a fuzzy set, although we want the cells of the partition to

be fuzzy sets. For example; When we say that the fuzzy sets green and blue

form a partition of the set "krue", by "grue" we mean grues, the standard

set whose members are grue to any positive degree. This approach allows us

to ask and answer the question whether a full color terminology partitions

the universal set of color percepts. The latter is a standard, not a fuzzy

set, and so particularly in this case we want a fuzzy partition to take a

standard set into a collection of fuzzy sets.

Given a standard set A
s

and a collection P of fuzzy sets P Pl' 2"
P
n

the union of whose corresponding standard sets, pi u ...up
n

, is A
s
, we

say that P constitutes a fuzzy partition of As just in case (a) for every

individual x in A
s

there is a p
i

in P such that x belongs to p
i

and (b) for

every pi in P, there is at least one x ir. As such that (i) x belongs to pi

and (ii) there is no pj in P (pj 0 pi) such that x belongs to pj In, symbqls,

a collection P of fuzzy sets is a partition of a standard set As if and only if
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(7) (a) pi u u ps 7 As
s

(0 (Vx) (if x e As then ( pi) (pi e P and x e

(c) (Vpi)(if pi e P then (3x)((x e As and x e Pi) and

pi e P and pi pi and x e

The primary categories, whose one-to-one lexical encoding consti-

tutes a Stage V system, partition the domain of co).or. That is, (a) subjects

given the labels black, white, red, yellow, green, blue can classify any

color stimulus and (b) for each of these six categories there eXist color

stimuli that are classifiable only in that the category and not in any of

the other five (Hering 1964 [1920]; Sternheim and Boynton 1966).

From this observation and a fuzzy set interpretation of the encoding

sequence (6), it follows that every basic color lexicon contains a partition

of the universe of color. Consider first the Stage VI and VII lexicone.

Since all six primaries are c :ained in Stage VI and VII terminologies, these

terminologies contain a partition of the color domain, which consists simply

uf the six primaries. Now consider terminologies'of Stages I through IV.

Each of these types of terminology consist of composite categories, composed

by unions of and exhausting the list of primaries. It is easy to show that

if we start with a fuzzy partition P of a standard set A
s
and create a new

collection of composite sets by taking unions of the members of P in'such a

way that every member of P occurs in exactly one of the composite sets, the

collection of resulting composite sets is also a fuzzy partition of A8.12

Hence each terminology of Stages 1 through IV also constitutes a fuzzy parti-

tion of the domain of color perceptH. So at any stage, the basic color
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categOries contain a set of categories which partition the entire color space.

Theimsic color term vocabularies.at each stage provide terms for all colors.

From Stage I through Stage V, each evolutionary developmenticonsists

of a refinement of tile partition of the color domain, where "refinement of a

partition" refers to the creation of a new partition which classifies sepa-

rately everything classified separately in the old partition and in addition

classifies separately at least two individuals classified as the same in the

ole partition. g addition of derived basic categorieS at stages subsequent

to V does not ref .the partition of the color domain because the derived

categories do not satIsfy condition (7c) Of fuzzy partition. There is no
-,

color sensation that belongs to a derived category'that does not also belong
;

to a primary,catglory. In fact, every point-jimulus in a derived category

belongs to both of the categories from which it is derived. This fact.

supports the observation th,A: derived categories ire fundamentally less

important than primary nategories. Derived categories are in two senses

gratuitious: (n) any color sensation can be referred to without using one

of them, (b) no color sensation can only be referred to by using one of them

(Hering 1964 [1920]; Sternheim and BoyntOn 1966).

In this context the question may be asked whether derived cate-

gories should be considered basic color categories at all in the sense Of

providing the meanings of basic color terms. In specifying the referential

at!tributes of the definition of basic color terms, Berlin and Kay had in

mind.tacitly a standard set theory model when they said "[A basic color

term's] significance is not included in that of any other color term"

(1W1061. W mv aRk whether a basic hut non-primary category like orange

satisfies the translation of this criterion into fuzzy set theory. The
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;
anSwer is that it'does. The derived category orange is tliot contained in

either yellow or red (of of course .any other.category). It will.be recalled

that a fuzzy set, say fhat defined by
red contains another, say that.

f (x)

defined by f
orange(x), just in case fred

(x) exceeds f
orange (x) for all x.

But as we have Aefined the derived.'category orange this holds for neither

yellow and orange nor for-red and' orange (see Figure 38)., Thus the notion

that non-primary, derived categories may nonetheless be basic color cate-

gories survives.the translation into the fuzzy set model.'

Conclusion

It has been shown that it is possible to give natural expression

in fuzzy set theory to a large number of empirical observations regarding

the extent, nature, and evolutionary relationships among basic color cate-

gories. Unlike standard set theory, fuzzy set theory is a continuous,

rather than discrete, mathematics. Hence, it appears that the natural

mathematics to describe the perceptual/cognitive schema underlying at leastk

one semantic domain is continuous. Evidence is accumulating that the domain

of colOr is not unique in this regard (Kay n.d.), and the sum of this evi-

dence offers additional challenge to traditional, discrete feature theories

of semantics (Fillmore 1975).

4 6
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Footnotes

1
Ac ually the range of the .function need not be restricted to the

real interval [0,1], but we have no need to concern ourselves'here with .

these more general mathematical considerations.

2
For convenience in this and subsequent figures, Characteristic funcr.

tions are drawn as symmetrical, bell-shaped curves with the unique-hue

point at the center. This is Strictly a graphic convenience 'nail argument

that is not concerned with the details of the shape of these curves. Exist- '
L'

ing evidence sqpests that the real functionss.Te not in fact symmetrical

about the unique hue points.. Moreover, unique hue points are not equally

spaced on.either the wavelength or subjective (jnd) scales, as they appear

in some subsequent figures. Nothing in the argument of this paper, however,

hinges on the over-simplifications employed here in depicting the character-

istic function curves.

. 3
The question of non-basic categories like chartreuse is taken up again

later.

4
At the moment, we have no evidence which would.allow us to determine if, .

'with the introduction the derived category orange, the membership functions

for the categories, red and yellow would remain the same or might be lowered
.

while still remaining positive throughout.the region between unique-yellow

and unique red. Experiments of the type performed by Sternheim and Boynton

(1966) comparing speakers of a Stage V language (naturally without orange) to

Stage VII speakers prohibited from use of orange might reveal these details

of the effect.that introducing a derived category has on the primary category

membership functions.
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Ae.we remarked in. note 2, the curves given here are not intended to

be taken literally. If the membership curves for yellow and red were bell-

shaped as pictured, the derived curve for orange given by (5) would be

pointed at the top, i.e., discontinuous, rather than reaching its peak in

a smooth, bell-shaped manner. Again we leave to empirical investigation

the establishment of the detailed shape of the curve. Perhaps log oi'power

functions will ultimately be found to relate overt color naming behavior to

the.relevant Physical continua, as functions of this general kind are fre-
. .

quently involved in relations between subjective sensations and the underly-.

ing physical scales (Stevens 1957).

John Atkins has pOinted out (personal communication) that the right

side of (5) is equivalent tO

2 ( If
yellc;w

(x) and f
red

(x)1 )

on the reasonable assumption that at any point on the abcissa all .the mem-

bership fundtions for the four primary cO1or categbries sum to unity.

6
The abolute order of reaction times was notin exact agreement with

the hypothesis. Whereas orange, purple, pink and brown should have had the

four longest response latencies, Oe actual rank order of latencies was (from

shortest to longest) black, yellow, white, purple, blue; red, pink, brown,

green, orange (Heider 1972b:15). But there are at least two difficulties

with Heider's methodology which suggest caution in interpreting these resulti.

First Heider determined "focal" colors by taking the "geometric centers" of

dhe areas enclosing all the focal choices in the Berlin and Kay (1969:9) data

(Heider 1972b:12). Unfortunately, focal greens in Berlin and Kay were overT.

extended toward blue due to a misclassification of Vietnamese xanh, grue,

with a near unique blue focus'as GREEN. Thus the "focal" green Heider used,
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Munsell 7.5G 5/10, is ratIler distant in both hue and saturation fram the

10 GY and 2.5 G hues typically chosen as focal greens. This'particular

difficulty might help explain the especially low position of green in the

response latency rankings.

Second, and more importantly, Berlin and Kay obtained their focallolor

judgements, which Heider used to select her stimulus materials, under a

standard illuminant A while Heider conducted her tests with daylight flour-

escent illumination. The difficulty here is that object colors.can shift

radically with changes in illuminant conditions. Thus, Heider's relatively

well defined illuminant A focals may have been poor approximations to the

focal colors when viewed under her daylight flourescent illuminant conditions.

A less than ideally constituted set of stimuli for the given experimental

conditions may therefore be in part responsible for the equivocal nature of

these results.

The dotted arrow indicates that grey may occur "as a wild card at

various points in the sequence" (Berlin and Kay 1969:45). Whereas, Berlin

and.Kay originally guessed that it might occur,,"say at any point after Stage

IV" (p. 45), More recent information shows that grey may occur at any stage

from IIIa onward, or possibly even earlier (Alpher, personal communicatian;

MAcLaury n.d.).

8
(Cf. Daly n.d.) Other Slavic langUages have mono-lexemiO terms for

'light blue', but these appear to be basic terms for very few speakers, if

any (Daly n.d.). For a discussion of inter-informant variability in color

lexicon within a language, see Kay 1975.

9
We have written "with" rather than "+" because we have not worked

out the mathematics of these categories. It does not appear that a simple
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extension of the operation + will work in these cases.

10
For example, the cells of a jail normally provide a partition of

the set of prisoners.since very prisoner ie assigned to a cell and .no pri

soner.is assigned to more than one cell.

11
Zadeh cautions, "the notion of 'belonging,' [membership] which plays

,a fundamental role in the case of ordinary sets, does not have the same role

in the case of fuzzy sets. Thus, it is not meaningful to speak of.a point

x 'belonging' to a fuzzy set A except in the trivial sense of f
A
(x) being

positive" (1965:342). We will henceforth use 'belone.in just this sense,

since with respect to color the notion is not trivial. Zadeh appears to

have in mind applications in which few, if any, individuals in the relevant

domain will have zero membership in any of the fuzzy sets under discussion.

Such is not the case in color. For example, no color percept that belongs

to red, belongs to green, and conversely. The same holds for blue and

yellow. In discussing color percepts and categories it is often of interest

to know if a given percept belongs (to any positive degree) to a certain

category. Similarly, it is often of interest to know whether two categories

have members in common, like green and yellow, or are disjoint,like green

and red.

12
If

(i) . A
s

is a standard set,

(ii) P = ff1,.f2,..., fn1 is a fuzzy partition of,As,

(iii) P' is a collection of fuzzy sets such that (a) each

p al is the union of one or more members of P and

(b) each f EP occurs in exactly one member Of P';

Then P' is a fuzzy partition'of A.
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Proof: (a) Consider an arbitrary element-xcAs. 13r hypothesis (ii) there

is at least one fP Such that x belongs to f
i'

By hypothesis (iii). there is

at least one pia' such that x elongs to pi.

(b) Consider an arbitrary pia'. By hypothesid (iii) pi cOntains

at least one f cP. By hypothesis (ii) f
i
ha

s
a member x which belongs to no

other f'cP (f 0 f ). Hence x belongs to no other p cl". So for an arbitrary

p cl" there exists an element xcA
s

which belongs to p
i

and which belongs to

no other p cP' (p 0 p ). The proof is complete.

13
AP noted, the,way we have defined fuzzy partition excludes derived

categories from being possible cells of a partition because they do not meet

the mutual exclusion condition (7)c. Fuzzy partition may be alternatively'

defined with a weakened mutual exclusion condition which is met by derived

color categories as well as by the primaries.

Recall that in the original statement of fuzzy mutual exclusion (7)c,

a collection of fuzzy sets meets this condition just if for each fuzzyset

there is an indiv dual that has positive membership in this set and zero
.N

degree of membersh p in each other set in the collection. This may be weak.

ened by defining a collection of fuzzy sets as mutually exclusive just if for

each fuzzy set there is an individual that.has a higher degree of membership

in this set than in any other set in the collection. In Figure IA fuzzy sets

A,B,C partition the domain of_individuals, represented by the abcissa, while

in Figures IB and IC there is no partition.
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_An alternate definition of fuzzy mutual exclusic

and Fuzzy Partition

Figure I

Note that none of the situations depicted in Figure I conforms to the

definition' of fuzZY mutual exclusion (and hence fuzzy partitiOn) given in .

(7)C. If this weakened version of fuzzy mutual exclusion and fuzzy partition'

is adopted, then addition of derived'categories after Stage V does further

refine the partition of the color domain. This formulation would appear to

characterize the systems of those indiViduals for whom derived categories

such as brown, pink, orange, and grey are on a perceptual/conceptual par withr

the primaries. Note that in the alternate definition of fuzzy partition

categories such as'criMson (Cf. Figure IB) and chartreuse (Cf. Figure IC)

stial-do not participate in a refinement of the partition.
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